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There are, of course, many theories about why our prehistoric ancestors pursued figurative painting in the caves of France and Spain. Early on, researchers believed the paintings must have played a significant role in hunting rites - the almost pervasive use of animal forms lent itself nicely to this idea. Some contemporary research has proposed shamanism as an alternative to this model. This view, supplemented by neuropsychological studies and geographical comparisons of shamanistic trances, shifts some of the focus to the geometric images often found in these caves, as well as the handprint images, whether created by pressing an ochre-stained hand to the wall or by placing a hand on the wall and spraying it (the so-called “negative” hand). At this point neither side is completely convincing, and the debates continue.

The handprints are of central importance to Christopher Stark's piece, and these paintings are some of the most eerie and inviting of all those in the caves. We can comment on the artistic style and breadth of the animal paintings and the similarity between certain common visions produced by states of trance in the geometric shapes, but the hands are so completely human that we feel an immediate response welling deep within us when we encounter them. The artist, whether shaman or hunter, placed her hand there, as if reaching out to us, as if reaching to some other world. We are of just such another world. Her hand is the emblem of what we share: our need to touch, our need for others and to communicate that need to them, our humanity, and our animality.

The painted caves are for us a marker of such great cultural significance that that significance is difficult to calculate. Georges Bataille was certainly correct when he titled his work on the Lascaux cave “The Birth of Art,” even if that birth at Lascaux was preceded by fifteen thousand years at Chauvet. And while we may not be able to explain what precise role the painting in the caves played for our ancestors, we may do well to remember that we cannot explain the precise roles religion or art play for us today. What is important is that we engage this art, that we look to that huntress, that shaman, whose hand touched that cold stone wall thirty thousand years ago and reaches out to us today, and we see ourselves - our familiar and alien selves. We still question. We still seek others. And we are still wild animals.

So, “Red Ochre” it is. Contemporary art engaging the oldest art. There may be no better way to begin to understand this other art of the caves than to engage it on our terms. After all, those terms were first laid down thousands and thousands of years ago, by fire and torchlight.

-Clark Chatlain
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* strum all four strings, mute E string with left hand || ** gliss. as slow and as steady as possible to maximize dissonance in resultant delay
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<p>pp</p>
cresc. poco a poco (maintain volume swells within each bar, while gradually increasing overall volume until measure 75)

28 - Harm 0.25

29 - Harm 0.125

30 - Harm off

cresc. poco a poco accel.
repeat ad lib., becoming increasingly frantic

Senza misura, hysterical

molto vib.
loc. sul E

fff

loc. sul A& E

PP — fff

sul A

loc. sul D&A

PP — fff